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S&W Overview
Over 1000 nonprofit clients served
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Querying
the Room
Do you have a formal or an improvised
Planned Giving program?

How would you rate your or your staff’s
preparedness to handle PG engagement,
solicitation, and stewardship?

Are You Ready for
Planned Giving?

Identify PG
Prospects
Build an
Infrastructure
Develop
Marketing
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Identify PG Prospects
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Finding Your
Best Prospects

Donor Behavior & Key Giving Indicators
Recency (Last Gift)
Frequency (How Many and How Often)
Monetary (How Much)
What paths have existing planned giving donors taken? Who are your most loyal donors?
Likelihood Modeling & Philanthropic Capacity Screening
Conduct prospect identification modeling through a trusted partner (e.g. DonorTrends) to
determine who among your current donors is exhibiting giving behaviors that may make
them more receptive to the PG conversation.
Take your list and screen them for capacity and philanthropic behavior through a trusted
partner (e.g. DonorSearch, iWave) to develop a deeper understanding of your best PG
prospects.

Donor Conversations & Donor Surveys
Who has already raised their hand and who is ready to raise their hand?
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Case Study

The Challenge
Building a Planned Giving Pipeline
A local animal shelter had for years
been the passive beneficiary of donor
bequests.
Through strategic planning, the
organization recognized bequests as a
key source of revenue for future
growth.
With limited resources for fundraising,
the shelter needed to identify its best
planned giving prospects for targeted
engagement and solicitation.

Case Study
Solution

Through a combination of
file analysis, likelihood
modeling, philanthropic
capacity screening, and a
community survey, S&W
identified planned giving
opportunity from among
the shelter’s current
supporters and developed
prospect cohorts for
targeted and strategic
engagement.

High
Likelihood

Warm PG
Prospects
Ready for
individual
engagement.

Significant
Capacity

Loyalty

SelfIdentification

Cool PG
Prospects
Engage through
frequent
marketing.

Known
Pathways

Cold PG
Prospects
Dip into this pool
when resources
allow.
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Build an Infrastructure
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PG Infrastructure Best Practices
Donor Database

Development Operations

Record and maintain Planned Gift data
following standardized procedures—it
has a home and a purpose!

Facilitate Planned Giving inquiries through
multiple channels. Follow up promptly,
provide relevant information and
actionable next steps.

Track realized Planned Gifts and identify
the revenue and gift type.
Capture Planned Gift intentions and
relevant donor information.
Manage Planned Gift prospect ratings,
activity, relationships, and opportunities.
Develop reporting and analysis which
supports and advances Planned Giving
efforts.

Acknowledge Planned Gifts in a way that
reflects the importance of the gift to both
your organization and the donor.
Steward Planned Giving donors and
families in a manner consistent with
recognizing and elevating the significance
of the intended or realized gift.

Assign Planned Giving prospects and
donors to fundraiser portfolios and manage
these relationships actively.
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PG Infrastructure Best Practices
Staffing

Find Trusted Partners

You do not need a PG expert on
staff to grow a successful PG
program.

Reduce risk to your organization.

Everyone on staff has a role in
Planned Giving.
The majority of organizations will
direct PG inquiries to the CDO or,
in some cases, the MGO.
Learn one aspect of it at a time to
deepen your understanding and
build your knowledge base.

Allows you to offer PG opportunities
in which you may not have expertise.
Allows you to choose the right
advisors for your donors: marketing,
legal, financial, etc.
Consider banks and community
foundations as strong resources.
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Case Study

The Challenge
Managing Planned Giving Data
A storied Philadelphia social service
agency with 70,000+ active donors
operated a complex Planned Giving
program with multiple giving vehicles
and thousands of prospects and donors.

The management of Planned Giving
engagement, solicitation, and
stewardship in Raiser’s Edge was further
complicated by a campaign which
included bequests which would mature
into an endowment.

Case Study
Solution

Good data is the basis for
good donor stewardship—
at any level and for any
type of giving.

Know Your Donors
PG Prospects
PG Intentions
PG Donors

The database should
reflect the level and
complexity of the Planned
Giving program.
Know Their Giving
Bequest Intentions
Realized Bequests
Gift Annuities
Trusts
Beneficiary Designations

Know Your Activity
Engagement
Solicitation
Acknowledgement &
Stewardship
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Develop a Marketing Toolkit
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Philanthropic Marketing
for Planned Giving

PG Brochure
•

The information included in a PG brochure
is by its nature dense and serious.
Consider a multi-page brochure that
provides room for the eye and the mind to
rest.

•

Personal testimonials are an important part
of inspiring others to participate.

•

The brochure should be easily accessible
online and downloadable so that a donor
can view it on a screen or print at home.

•

The brochure’s content should speak to
Planned Giving in a way that is missioncentric and reflects your organization’s
long-term vision.

PG Society
•

A Planned Giving society is a
fundamental marketing
instrument which connects the
donor to the community of
your planned giving
supporters as well as to the
larger mission and vision of
the organization.

•

The Society should be
branded according to its
significance to the your
organization’s community,
mission, and history.
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Philanthropic Marketing
for Planned Giving

Digital Marketing
•

•

Planned Giving has its
own page on your website
which provides users with
comprehensive
information and
instructions for making a
planned gift.
Staff contact information is
readily accessible and a
fillable form is available to
request more information.

Showcase Planned
Giving Everywhere
•

Add to your email
signature, hyperlinked to
the planned giving section
of your website: “Make a
gift that costs nothing
during your lifetime. Here’s
how.”

•

Include language on
publications, appeals, etc.:
“Have you included
[organization] in your estate
plans? We’d love to know!”
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Case Study
Philanthropic
Marketing for
Planned Giving

Case Study
Philanthropic
Marketing for
Planned Giving

Ready to
Engage and
Steward!

Inspire
Donor decisions regarding end-of-life philanthropy will be influenced by their
confidence and trust in your organization. An organization’s reputation as a careful
steward of resources, a steady partner with deep roots in the community, and a
capacity for executing long-range strategic plans will be important factors.
Recognize
The individual acknowledgement of Planned Gifts, both promised and realized, is
easy, public recognition should be thoughtful and in keeping with your
organization’s mission and community of supporters.
Invite
Keep Planned Giving prospects and donors engaged in the mission, vision, and
values of your organization through annual events which recognize and motivate
giving.
Share

Planned Giving testimonials tell a story and in telling a story make the concept of
planned giving a reality: a real person, a real legacy, a real outcome.
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Thank You!
Garth Allen
gallen@schultzwilliams.com

Theresa Leinker
tleinker@schultzwilliams.com
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